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5.4.

at the actions that are being taken to break down and 
dismantle that same civic space in order to rebuild and 
reconstruct it differently. 
 
 The COIN doctrine 
In October 2008, an essay was published in The Atlantic, 
under the title ‘The Petraeus Doctrine’2 which described 
transitions in warfare and in the goal of war. The new 
warfare is not only about coercion but about social en-
gineering. As Lieutenant Colonel John Nagl has claimed, 
as the security challenges of the twenty-first century 
increase, this new integrated military-civic approach in 
warfare will require the US military “not just to dominate 
land operations, but to change entire societies.”3 
 There are two warfare doctrines complicit in this 
strategy. The first is a conventional military operation 
called the COIN doctrine. The second is an unmanned 
version of the first. COIN4 stands for the counterinsur-
gency operation that is aimed at eliminating the influence 
of threat in a selected area. The goal of COIN is to pro-
duce relatively safe territories that could be subject to 
reconstruction. These territories are named Ink Blots – 
zones of relative security that slowly expand and link to 
each other in order to form territorial continuity. 
 According to the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs5 
the operational approach of COIN has four distinctive 
phases: 
 
 Shape Phase is aimed at mapping the local area, 
weakening existing threats, building a ring of security 
around the area, and at the same time preparing the pop-
ulation for the arrival of the peace-enforcement and re-
construction forces. 

 “If I am walking in the market, I have this fear that  
 maybe the person walking next to me is going to  
 be a target of the drone. If I’m shopping, I’m really  
 careful and scared. If I’m standing on the road and  
 there is a car parked next to me, I never know if that  
 is going to be the target. Maybe they will target the  
 car in front of me or behind me. Even in mosques,  
 if we’re praying, we’re worried that maybe one per- 
 son who is standing with us praying is wanted. So,  
 wherever we are, we have this fear of drones.” –  
 Safdar Dawar1 
 
Over the past decades, and intensifying after 9/11, we 
have witnessed a growing process of militarization 
worldwide, titled as ‘conflict prevention’, ‘peace sup-
port’, ‘peacekeeping’, ‘peace enforcement’ and ‘peace 
building’. These international missions and operations are 
expanding the territorial hold of Western forces (namely 
NATO, the UN, and US grand operations that are mostly 
backed by the UN), in places such as Iraq, Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia, Ethiopia, and the Maghreb. 
 These operations are the present and future of war 
and warfare; and they are taking place in ordinary civic 
environments. 
 The footprint of these missions and the transition 
to the civic realm is, among other things, architectural. 
Buildings and roads are made to house foreigners (including 
military bases); to improve the local law-enforcement agen-
cies, such as police stations and prisons; and to empower 
the local population by providing basic civic amenities such 
as schools, roads, homes, and so on. 
 Within the context of this topic, the laws and reg-
ulations that define civic space, it is interesting to look 

In the Name of Peace:  
Another Civic, An Other Law
Malkit Shoshan

Since 2001 we know that law is not universal, that states can unilaterally declare per-
sons and situations extra-legal. Until recently this new reality was confined to spaces 
of exception, but with the introduction of drones and other technologies for digital 
warfare, extra-legal space has become liquid. Has legal space become the exception?
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Methodology
Development of ASCOPE MATRIX 

Typical civil consideration within each ASCOPE category
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A threat/adversary template 
using an urban environment.

A – Large City

C – Strip Area

B – Town or Village

D – Industrial Area

Classification of urban area by size
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5.4.
COIN and its unmanned counterpart, operate within 
the civic realm. They share the same systematic logic. 
However, the speed of the analytical capacities of the 
equipped drone that can navigate a living environment in 
a higher speed and with much higher magnitude to ob-
serve details (their closeness has a direct relation to the 
pixel resolution imagery that the camera on the drone 
can produce)8 are by far more progressive than those of 
the human eye of the troops in the field. 
 
 COIN by a drone 
Derived from the term for an unproductive bee, the term 
‘drone’ has become a common euphemism for unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs). The first drones were introduced 
already at the beginning of the twentieth century, but 
during the Balkan war, they were first used by the CIA in 
the context of peacekeeping missions. These first drones 
were equipped with cameras for espionage missions. 
used to gather information about the various forces that 
were operating on the ground. Over time, and partly due 
to the failure of COIN-operations, almost unlimited fund-
ing was allocated by armies and governments to invent a 
new type of warfare through the use of drones. 
 At the start of 2012, US President Barack Obama 
and his Secretary of Defense, Leon Panetta, unveiled 
a new strategy that was built around UAVs and high-
ly trained Special Forces. Consequently, the number of 
active US troops has been cut by as much as 100,000, 
as part of a restructuring initiative to create a ‘smaller 
and leaner’ military that will no longer engage in large-
scale counterinsurgency. Neighborhoods in Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia and so on, could now be 
watched and controlled from a compound in Nevada. 
 The real-time information that was collected from 
a real civic environment, assembled and classified by 
a computerized system doesn’t stand on its own. It is 
mixed with another system called ‘the disposition ma-
trix’: a single, evolving database in which biographies, 
locations, known associates, and affiliated organizations 
are catalogued. In a way you could say it catalogues the 
civic. This database is assembled and edited by bureau-
crats from the White House. 
 Today, the geography of global military operations 
in the name of peace continues to expand as the stra-
tegic environment and network of violence and hatred 
reaches farther out. Although the epicenter of most 
fighting over the past decade has been in cities and vil-
lages in Afghanistan and Pakistan, a new series of pe-
ripheral territories are now subjected to similar violence 
in Yemen, Somalia, the Maghreb, and the Sahel. 
 Moreover, the infrastructural grid of CIA com-
pounds – termed ‘the shadow’, – today covers the en-
tire world, except one blank spot in the area of Australia. 
Drones – referred to as ‘frogs’ – can navigate the entire 
globe via these compounds, termed ‘lily-pads’, thus po-
tentially subjecting the entire world to the ‘shape’ phase 
of the COIN doctrine: observing, mapping, and coding 
human behavior, use of space, and social interactions. 
 The new warfare is detached from the resolutions 
and international legislations that were developed after 
the atrocities of the world wars in order to protect ci-
vilians, such as the Geneva Convention and the Hague 
Convention. The notions of borders, sovereignty of na-
tions and individuals rights have been shattered by these 
US-led drone-strikes, as it is estimated that more than 
3,000 individuals have been targeted, of which about  
800 were civilians. 

 Clear Phase is aimed at clearing the area from 
threat through military actions. In this phase the ring 
of security around the civic environment remains 
tight, but forces enter inside the area as well, scanning  
houses. finding local collaborators, arresting those who  
seem suspicious. 
 Hold Phase is aimed at basically maintaining the 
siege and active military intervention, introducing a new 
routine to the civic body; and controlling the movement 
of people and their access to public space and their so-
cial networks. After the area is secured, with the pres-
ence of new peace-enforcement troops and the threat is 
more or less eliminated the final phase may start. 
 Build Phase refers to the last step of COIN, the re-
construction work. The local environment is being trans-
formed, and a new law and order system is being put into 
place, replacing the old regime and introducing a new 
western type of juridical system. The reconstruction ef-
forts means also installing new buildings such as police 
stations, detentions centers, education buildings such as 
schools and daycares, as well as constructing housing and 
infrastructure. This is the phase that Colonel Petraeus re-
gards as the ‘civic engineering of entire societies’. 
 
This process implies that over time the entire civic realm 
included within the territorial boundaries of COIN opera-
tions is to be re-shaped. This process of rapid engineer-
ing of societies and territories is conducted step-by-step 
by the military. However, the implementation of this doc-
trine is messy.6, 7 The confrontation of the military with a 
civic environment – soldiers versus citizens – leads to all 
sorts of undesired results and discomfort. For example, 
Western troops in the middle of an Afghani village who 
need to conduct combat, will scan houses, study inter-
actions, distinguish suspicious activity, and capture that 
threat. In this process however, any civic disobedience 
will be immediately classified as resistance. 
 The soldiers observe the environment from afar. 
Slowly they find ways to decode and categorize local 
behavior and movement of people in space. This act of 
observation becomes increasingly detailed. Every inter-
action is drawn and marked on maps. Movements are 
documented in relation to time and space: in the morn-
ing the kids go to school and adults go to work; they go 
to the mosque; here we notice a neighbor visiting, now 
shopping; a wedding party takes place; and so on. The 
sum of possible interactions in space and time is coded 
and classified. Together it helps create a dynamic matrix 
of the conduct and interaction of a civic environment. It 
also helps distinguish activities that are out of the ordi-
nary; considered a threat. However, the process is too 
dangerous, emotionally involved, and costly. It leads to 
growing resistance from the side of the local population 
that doesn’t want to accept the change and control im-
posed on them by force. It leads to many casualties not 
just locally but also for the coalition forces. An alterna-
tive to the COIN doctrine had to be found. 
 This brings us to the second warfare doctrine: the 
unmanned version of COIN. It is currently employed co-
vertly by secret services such as the CIA, and consists of a 
series of operations that use the territories of international 
peace operations as a testing ground for new technological 
innovation in the field of robotic and unmanned warfare. 
 This emerging new warfare will eventually replace 
the COIN doctrine, which is considered much too metic-
ulous and too expensive to be executed in a short time 
by human troops. These two doctrines, the conventional  
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Social Network Analysis diagrams
Interaction between people in a civic 
environment

COIN tactic in relation to network density
Type of Network

Network Density

High

Cordon and Search Snatch and Grab Food Distribution COIN tactic

Low

Note: 
An increase in network density indicates the 
likelihood that the insurgent group can conduct 
coordinated attacks. A decrease in network 
density means the group is reduced to fragmented 
or individual-level attacks. The illustratation is an 
example of how tactics and activities can change 
based on network density. A well-executed COIN 
eventually faces only low-network-density 
subgroups. This is because highnetwork-density 
subgroups require only the capture of one highly 
connected insurgent to lead counterinsurgents to 
the rest of the group. So while high-network-
density groups are the most dangerous, they are 
also the easiest to defeat and disrupt.

Three networks with different densities
Network density is a general indicator of  
how connected people are in the network. 
Network or global-level density is the 
proportion of ties in a network relative to  
the total number possible. A
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Objective
The objective is a cinder block, three-story apartment building 
located in the town of Braggville. Braggville is a close-order, block 
pattern village of approximately 800 – 1,200 people. The town is 
located in a medium wooded area with numerous roads, trails and 
firebreaks though it.
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Relationship Matrix
Relationship matrices are intended to show the nature of relation-
ships between elements of the AO (Area of Operation). The 
elements can include people, utility infrastructures, significant 
buildings, media and activities might also be included. The nature 
of the relationship between two or more components includes 
measures of contention, collusion or dependency. The relationships 
represented in the matrix can assist the analysts in deciphering 
how best to use the relationship to shape the environment
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5.4.
 definitions are a good starting point, but they do not properly  

 highlight a key paradox: though insurgency and COIN are two  

 sides of a phenomenon that has been called revolutionary war or  

 internal war, they are distinctly different types of operations. In  

 addition, insurgency and COIN are included within a broad cate- 

 gory of conflict known as irregular warfare.” From: http://en. 

 wikipedia.org/wiki/Counter-insurgency 
5 The Dutch participation in Afghanistan was done within the con- 

 text of a NATO partnership, and the COIN doctrine was adopted  

 by all the national forces that participated in the Iraq and the  

 Afghanistan missions. 
6 “A climate of fear exists in much of southeast Afghanistan.  

 Troops and police in many parts of the region, and parts of Kabul  

 itself, are invading private homes, usually at night, and robbing  

 and assaulting civilians. By force or by ruse, soldiers and police  

 gain entry into homes and hold people hostage for hours, terror- 

 izing them with weapons, stealing their valuables, and sometimes  

 raping women and girls. On the roads and at proliferating official  

 and unofficial checkpoints, local soldiers and police extort money  

 from civilians under the threat of beating or arrest. Troops and  

 police also extort money from shopkeepers and arbitrarily arrest  

 and hold people for ransom, possibly torturing some. Rape of  

 women, girls, and boys, often in connection with the above- 

 described abuses, is common and almost never reported.” From  

 ‘Killing You Is a Very Easy Thing for Us’, Human Rights Watch,  

 July 2003, Vol 15. No 5. 
7 “... pilots witness in really quite intimate and graphic detail the  

 effects of missile strikes. The cameras fitted to Predator and  

 Reaper drones are really capable of seeing high resolution im- 

 agery, so in the wake of a missile, pilots can often see limbs fly- 

 ing, blood spurting and so on, and actually there is evidence to  

 suggest that the pilots suffer rates of post-traumatic stress dis- 

 order just as highly as other pilots, if not more.’These pilots are  

 far more connected to the results of a strike than pilots sitting in  

 a bomber thousands of miles in the sky during World War II, for  

 example. And in different kinds of ways both are forms of alien- 

 ation.” From: Annabelle Quince ‘Future of drone strikes could see  

 execution by algorithm’, May 2013. At: http://www.abc.net.au/ 

 radionational/programs/rearvision/drones/4703792 
8 Ibid 
9 The Stanford International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution  

 Clinic (Stanford Clinic) Interview with Safdar Dawar, President,  

 Tribal Union of Journalists, in Islamabad, Pakistan. Feb. 29, 2012. 

 Sarah Knuckey, the Director of the Project on 
Extrajudicial Executions at New York University Law School 
and an advisor to the UN, says that: “International law tra-
ditionally has been in broad agreement about the meaning 
of self-defense, and a state certainly is permitted to use 
self-defense. But the threat must be imminent [...] In the 
US position that concept of imminence has been expanded.  
So one doesn’t need to be responding to an immediate 
overwhelming threat, a direct threat, but that imminence 
would include striking someone who we know or believe is 
a member of an armed group, and may pose some threat, 
even if ill-defined, at some point in the future.”9 
 
 Into the wild 
Drone attacks target mostly civic infrastructure like 
homes and cars, public spaces, and places of public so-
cial interaction like schools, markets, mosques, and hos-
pitals. In an essay published in The New York Times in 
mid-2012, the criteria of threat deployed for ‘signature’ 
drone strikes in Pakistan were criticized as too lax. For 
example, three male adults doing jumping-jacks in space 
could implicate a terrorist training facility and therefore 
could be targeted. 
 The consequences of counterinsurgency – first by 
soldiers and now by drones – on the communities and 
spatial environments in targeted areas is dire. During 
COIN operations, civilians are routinely killed and civ-
ic environments are systematically targeted. The UK-
based non-profit organization Bureau of Investigative 
Journalism notes that in these operations the divide be-
tween ‘militant’ and ‘civilian’ is itself problematic given 
the absence of due process for the people killed, and the 
legal ambiguity of what a militant is. 
 The Stanford International Human Rights and 
Conflict Clinic and the Global Justice Clinic at the New 
York University School of Law note that civic space and 
communal life in these areas of combat are severely 
threatened. Many community members shy away from 
social gatherings, including important tribal meetings and 
funerals; parents keep their children home as schools are 
often targeted. The markets are vacant. Human Rights 
Watch reported recently that a new trend is emerging in 
the drone-target zones, namely, humans retreat from the 
civic realm out of fear. 
 As civic spaces become associated with drones 
and thus with threat, it generates an intense fear not just 
from the drone itself, but from all that it targets, among 
other things architecture and the built environment. 
Frightened individuals find escape in nature. They leave 
their homes and families and start leading a life of soli-
tude out in the wild, far away from culture and far from 
the matrix of disposition. 
 
 
 This essay is part of a long-term research project named ‘Drones  

 and Honeycombs’ that is being developed with The New Institute  

 in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. 
 
1 Quote from Safdar Dawar in ‘Living Under Drones’, Stanford  

 International Human Rights & Conflict Resolution Clinic. 
2  Andrew Bacevich, ‘The Petraeus Doctrine’. The Atlantic, Oct. 2008. 
3  Ibid. 
4 “Joint doctrine defines an insurgency as an organized movement  

 aimed at the overthrow of a constituted government through the  

 use of subversion and armed conflict. Counterinsurgency is 

 military, paramilitary, political, economic, psychological, and civic  

 actions taken by a government to defeat insurgency. These  
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